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Abstract 
Context: Rendering 3D scenes in real-time applications is becoming more computationally           
heavy all the time. Applications are demanded to render high quality graphics without going              
below a satisfactory frame rate. A huge part of the computation of graphics goes toward               
complex lighting of 3D models that has to be recomputed every frame. Object Space Lighting               
(OSL) is a recent technique that is able to store lighting data in between frames. This thesis                 
researches how storing all shading data can impact the performance of an application.  
Objective: An OSL lighting application will be tested against a standard Forward rendering             
application in terms of performance, and image quality and perceptual deviations.           
Experiments are conducted using a scene that can have either still or moving lights and               
produces the results for the research.  
Results: Analysing the images from the results indicate that OSL is capable of rendering              
almost identical images as Forward rendering. The images are not perceptually different            
either. In terms of performance the hardware used for the experiments determines which             
application performs better rendering a scene with non-moving. Our OSL application shows            
clear weaknesses when rendering a scene with moving lights however. 
Conclusion: Finally, saving all lighting data with OSL is an interesting technique that with              
further research in the field could prove to be useful in a real time application under certain                 
conditions.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 
In the video game industry today the most common 3D rendering techniques are variations of               
Forward or Deferred lighting[1][2]. These two techniques compute lighting and renders           
images to the computer screen. In Forward rendering, light computation is done during             
rasterization whilst Deferred rendering light computation is done in a stage after rasterization.             
In 2016 the first large scale video game “Ashes of the Singularity”[3] was released using an                
entirely different rendering approach, Object Space Lighting (OSL)[4]. OSL computes the           
lights’ influence in a stage before rasterization. OSL has the ability to render a scene without                
having to recompute the lights of the scene, this is not possible with the Forward and                
Deferred techniques. In this thesis, computing lights will be referred to as shading and              
lighting indistinctively. 
 
Modern video games are often demanded to render high quality graphics at an interactive              
frame rate. There has been a lot of research on the subject of 3D rendering. The reason there                  
are several different techniques that all compute lighting is that, in some way or another, the                
goal is to optimize the way lighting in 3D scenes is done. By optimizing these techniques,                
better graphics can be achieved without compromising the performance of the program. Each             
technique has its own strengths and weaknesses. Forward and OSL both have problems with              
computing more than necessary and Deferred computes only what is necessary but can not              
inherently handle transparency or anti aliasing[2]. One thing OSL can do, that neither             
Deferred or Forward lighting are capable of, is to store lighting information. This presents the               
ability to show correct lighting of objects without it being calculated for every frame. The               
rate at which light computation is done and the rate at which the final screen is rendered does                  
not need to be the same with OSL, this is called asynchronous shading or async shading for                 
short[5].  
 
This thesis will test how an OSL program utilizing async shading compares to a Forward               
lighting program in terms of performance, image quality and perceptual differences. Forward            
lighting was chosen to create the baseline over Deferred lighting because Forward lighting             
and OSL scale similarly, Deferred lighting is not affected by the number of objects in the                
screen when computing lights. Both programs will, at set frame intervals, save the current              
rendered image to a file, these images will then be compared according to the three metrics.                
Hector Yee developed the metric “Perceptualdiff” that will be used to determine if there are               
human perceptual differences [6]. The metric is based on the human visual system. It is not                
the same as real user studies but it will give interesting results for how well humans could                 
perceive difference in images. Perceptualdiff gives a value that is either pass or fail. If two                
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images pass the metric indicates that the human eye would not be able to perceive if there are                  
any differences. Structural Similarity (SSIM) index metric will compare the perceived quality            
of the images from the two programs[7]. It is a popular metric for quality of images research.                 
The result of SSIM is a decimal value between 0 and 1. If the result is 1 it means that two                     
images are identical. The further from 1 the value is the more differences between the images                
there are. The last measurement will determine performance differences. This is done by             
inputting how many frames a program shall render, and then measuring the time spent by               
each application. 

1.2 Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to explore and understand how OSL compares to Forward shading in                 
terms of performance, how asynchronous shading can be used and how it affects the quality               
of the rendered image in terms of the metrics SSIM and PerceptualDiff. 
 
1.2.1 Objectives 

● Implement a program using OSL with asynchronous shading with OpenGL. 
● Implement a program using Forward shading with OpenGL. 
● Define and build a test scene. 
● Implement a testbench, to calculate the performance of both programs. 
● Compare the different images produced by each technique using the metrics SSIM            

and PerceptualDiff. 
● Analyse the results, then draw and present conclusions. 

1.3 Research Questions 
As explained before, OSL allows for async shading, for this reason, we will explore different               
values for frequency update of the lighting on objects when objects are influenced by              
dynamic lights.  
 
The dependent variables that will be measured are performance, difference in image quality,             
using SSIM metrics, and lastly if images are perceptually identical, measured by            
Perceptualdiff. 
 

● How does OSL shading, when modifying the variables under study, compares to            
Forward shading in terms of frame rate and quality using the metrics proposed? 

1.4 Chapter overview 
Chapter 2 of this thesis presents some of the background to the related fields of research and                 
related work. The chapter is to better understand the techniques involved in the experiments              
and the terminology used. It explains the rendering of 3D scenes and terms associated with               
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the field. Further, it goes into a brief explanation of the Phong shading technique that will be                 
used in the experiments. The background section will also, at a high level, describe how               
Forward and OSL shading works. The related work section is minor since OSL shading is not                
a commonly used technique therefore the research material available is limited. 
 
Chapter 3 goes into detail about the implementations of the two programs and the scene they                
will present. The chapter brings to light limitations and considerations that went into             
designing the experiment and implementation. Finally, the chapter presents the experiment           
and how it will give results to answer the research question. 
 
Chapter 4 presents the data from the experiments. 
 
Chapter 5 the experiment data is analysed to understand the results of the performance, image               
quality and perceptual tests. 
 
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a discussion of what was learned and possible future               
work within the research field.  
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Chapter 2 

Background and Related Work 

2.1 Background 
This section explains technical terms and concepts used throughout the thesis. The concepts 
explained are Rendering, Phong shading, Forward Lighting and Object Space Lighting. 

2.1.1 Rendering 
Rendering is the technique computer programs implement to create images on the computer             
screen. There are many different rendering techniques each with their strengths and            
weaknesses. A rendering program takes data and computes how it should be represented on              
screen. In 3D graphics there are, what is referred to as, models (or meshes). A model is the                  
data containing the information needed for rendering algorithms to project the model            
correctly onto the screen. These meshes are made up of primitives called triangles, each              
represented by 3 vertices that together make up a face. The data contained in a vertex                
depends on the programmer. Common data is position, normal and color so that when a               
vertex is sent to be rendered the computer can calculate where the vertex is, the direction of                 
its normal and what color it should have. So in the computer’s memory a model is a                 
collection of triangles. There is a name for the position data of a model, it is referred to as the                    
model’s geometry. Each instance of a model can be called an object. Many objects can use                
the same model data but they will be rendered separately. 
A basic rendering pipeline can be split into the following steps. Vertex shader, rasterization              
and fragment shader. A model’s vertex data is sent to a vertex shader as triangle primitive                
and a position for the primitive is computed in relation to the camera through matrix               
multiplication. The primitives that are inside the viewing area are sent further in the rendering               
pipeline to be rasterized. Depending on the size the primitive has from the camera’s              
perspective the rasterizer will break the primitive to the appropriate number of fragments and              
send them to the fragment shader stage. The fragment shader computes the lighting for each               
fragment separately and gives it the final color that can then be rendered on screen. 
Everything that affects what is rendered makes up the scene. This can include objects, lights               
and cameras. 
When rendering objects to look a certain way, programs shade the object, and there are many                
different shading techniques. Different shading techniques compute the way the colors of the             
model’s vertices are rendered on screen in their specific way. These computations are done              
by separate programs written to run on the graphics processor unit (GPU) of the computer.               
These programs are called shaders. What shader programs do is to take the vertex data of a                 
model and make all necessary computations to make it appear with the desired color and               
position on screen. Essentially, a model is sent to a shader and there it can be rendered on                  
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screen. Each time a program invokes a shader it is called a shader pass, this is to distinguish                  
for when a program uses multiple shaders for a single rendering cycle. Modern shader              
programs are used for more than just rendering. A noteworthy example is a compute shader               
program. These programs are not specifically made for rendering but instead they are a way               
to utilize the processing power of modern graphics cards.  

2.1.2 Phong Shading 
Phong shading is a technique that considers two types of light when computing the final color                
of a fragment [8]. There is diffuse light that is computed using the angle between the vector                 
from the fragment towards the light and the fragment’s normal vector. A fragment will be               
more lit up by a light the closer the fragment’s normal is to pointing at the light source. The                   
second lighting that is computed is specular light. This is light that is reflected off of the                 
surface of the fragment to the camera. The lighting gets more intense as the angle of the                 
reflection is reduced. Figure 1 shows each light type on its own and added together to                
produce the final shading. Phong shading is a common technique when rendering 3D scenes.  
 

 
Figure 1 Each light type of the Phong shading technique. Diffuse and specular is added to 

create the final shading.[13] 

2.1.3 Forward Lighting 
In the video game industry Forward lighting is one of the most widely used shading               
techniques by game studios [9][10]. The idea of Forward shading is to compute objects at the                
same time the object is in the fragment shader stage of the rendering pipeline. So it is in the                   
fragment shader that Phong shading technique is an example of how to compute this color               
depending on the layout of the scene. 
A weakness of the Forward approach is that all lights are computed on all fragments. Also, a                 
fragment can be shaded but later be occluded by another fragment closer to the camera. This                
means that computation time is spent calculating lighting for fragments that will not be              
appearing on the screen. In complex scenes with many objects and many lights if no               
measures are taken to reduce the shading of unnecessary fragments it can have severe              
consequences on the performance of the program. Common measures include depth           
checking, occlusion culling[11] and clustered shading[12]. Depth testing is a technique used            
to discard fragments that are farther away from the camera than the other fragments already               
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processed in the same pixel. If the fragment that colored the pixel was closer than the                
fragment being shaded, the program will discard the last fragment since it would be occluded.               
Occlusion culling is a group of techniques to determine if objects being sent for rendering               
will be outside the viewing area or if they will be occluded by other objects that are closer to                   
the camera. Occluded objects will not be sent to a shader program. Clustered shading is to                
pre-compute and subdivide lights into clusters that affect certain parts of the screen. When              
shading fragments they will only be computed with the lights inside the cluster space they               
occupy. When shading Scenes with many objects will suffer from a significant increase in              
computation for every new light that is added. Without this technique every fragment of an               
object will be computed using every light in the scene. So clustered shading reduces the               
impact of having more lights in a scene by computing shading only for lights that can                
effectively influence the fragment. 

2.1.1 Object Space Lighting 
Object Space Lighting (OSL)[4] is a different shading technique from Forward. OSL works             
in two steps. First it computes an object’s shading and saves that data to a texture, the shaded                  
texture, as seen in Figure 2. The texture contains the shading for the whole object. The                
second step is to send the object to a small shader program that interpolates this texture over                 
the fragments during the rasterization step, as seen in Figure 2. This permits the shading data                
to be saved and to not have to be computed every frame as is the case with the Forward                   
technique. The shaded texture can be saved and reused as long as the variables that affect the                 
Phong shading, such as light position, normals and camera position, do not change. It is               
possible to update light calculations at a lower rate than the rate at which objects are                
rendered, this is called asynchronous or async shading. The reason one would do this is that                
calculating the lights in a scene can be computationally heavy. Reducing the computation of              
shading can improve performance. 
One of the biggest shortcoming of OSL is that the technique does not shade inside a camera                 
space. So there are no fragments that are discarded for being out of view or facing away from                  
the camera. This means that occlusion culling is essential in an OSL program. For this reason                
OSL is most suited for certain implementations, such as where it is known or easy to deduct                 
what will be rendered. With a bird's eye perspective it can easily be computed what is visible                 
or not on screen before shading anything and thus suits OSL well. 
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Figure 2  A shaded texture for a sphere, left. The texture on the object in 3D space, right. The 
texture has all the lighting information for an object and is interpolated on the corresponding 

object’s geometry 

2.2 Related work 
OSL is not a common technique in the video game industry and it is new to use it in real time                     
games. Nevertheless the company Oxide games has created the game engine Nitrous. Nitrous             
engine uses OSL for the main part of its rendering. Nitrous was used to develop the first large                  
scale video game with OSL, “Ashes of the Singularity”, released in 2016[3].  
At the Game Developers Conference 2016 (GDC) the founder of Oxide games, Dan Baker,              
spoke on the OSL techniques used in the game “Ashes of the Singularity” and with the game                 
showed that OSL could be used for real time rendering of complex scenes[4]. 
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Chapter 3 

Method 
For the purpose of the experiments there are two programs implemented. Both programs are              
written in the programming language C++ and are using the graphics API OpenGL 4.3. There               
is one program that uses a basic Forward rendering implementation, this is ForwardProg. The              
other program uses OSL rendering, OSLProg. Both programs compute lighting according to            
the Phong illumination model. ForwardProg will serve as a benchmark and baseline for how              
well OSLProg performs. Both programs are the same apart from what is related to the               
specific differences in the rendering techniques. Both programs take at least 4 command line              
arguments (OSLProg takes 5). All command line arguments are strings, but the program             
changes these strings to the stated data type. The command line arguments are the following 

- 1: Boolean value. False for a static scene and true for a dynamic scene 
- 2: An integer value that determines the total number of frames to render before ending               

the program 
- 3: Integer value that sets at what interval a screen capture is done. E.g if set to 5 then                   

every 5th frame will be saved to a .bmp file. 
- 4: String value. The destination directory where the log file and image files are saved               

to. 
- 5: In OSLProg, the distance that sets the shading update rate for objects with regards               

to their distance to the camera. E.g if set to 10, every 10 units away an object is the                   
update rate will reduce by 1 frame. An object 35 units away would then update               
shading every 4th frame. 

3.1 Implementation 
The entirety of both implementations with source code, textures, and dependencies can be 
found on our GitHub[14]. 

3.1.1 The Scene 
The scene consists of a combination of two models, a sphere and a cube. There is a combined                  
total of 512 instances of the two model types (see figure 3 for visualization). They are evenly                 
placed in a four layered grid of 16 rows and 16 columns per layer. There are 8x8x4 spheres                  
and an equal number of cubes. Their placement is so that each row alternates between being a                 
row of spheres and a row of cubes. The reason for using a sphere and a cube is because                   
spheres have what is called soft edges; meaning a vertex has only one normal and can be                 
smoothly interpolated across the whole object. Cubes have hard edges; one vertex can have              
more than one normal along the edges. The two different edge types are used to see that the                  
OSL program can produce the correct lighting for both types as well as the Forward program. 
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There are 10 point lights in the scene that will light up any object that is inside the light’s                   
radius from the center point of the light position. The lighting is calculated according to the                
Phong local illumination model. Depending on the test being conducted the lights will either              
be moving or be still. If the lights are moving every light has a point in space around which it                    
moves in a circular motion in the XY-plane. 
Screen size for both programs is 1080x720. This is a standard resolution for computer              
programs. 
 

 
Figure 3 Picture shows the layout of the used scene. 

 

3.1.2 OSL 

3.1.2.1 Shader Pipeline 

OSLProg has 3 shader programs in total. The first shader program is called the texture               
generator. The shader takes model vertices and writes position and normal to two separate              
textures. Every model in the scene has a position texture and a normal texture (see Figure 5).                 
The second shader program is called the lighting shader and it computes the lighting for               
objects using the two aforementioned textures. The lighting computations are written to a             
third mega texture as a performance optimization (see Figure 4), where all instances of the               
same model will save their shading information. Doing this omits the need to bind a different                
texture for each model instance which would result in overhead introduced by excessive API              
interaction (CPU time). Many shaded textures can be grouped in a mega texture that many of                
the objects will be able to use. Finally, the third shader program, that is called the                
rasterization shader, draws the shaded texture on the object geometry and onto the final              
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screen image. In the case that the scene is static and none of the lights are moving the texture                   
generator shader and the lighting shader will only be run once during the whole execution.               
So the only shader that is continuously used in the static scene is the rasterization shader . 

3.1.2.2 Texture Generation Shader 

The reason for the texture generator is because the lighting shader is a compute shader that                
needs the input data to be independent. Every part of the lighting can be computed by taking                 
one sample from the position- and one sample from the normal texture. Since there is no                
interpolation or rasterization of data in the lighting shader all data must be independent.              
Without any interpolation the shaded texture can look rough but when it is sent to the                
rasterization shader it will be interpolated smoothly over the object geometry. Examples of             
textures that are generated in this shader can be seen in Figure 5. 

3.1.2.3 Asynchronous Shading 

To use the async shading possibilities of OSL, objects will be sent to the lighting shader only                 
if they are affected by a dynamic light source. If they are not, they will only be passed to the                    
simple rasterization shader. Since the OSLProg saves object lighting data between frames            
there is no need to recompute the lighting unless the affecting lights or the camera have                
changed with regards to the object. The reason why lighting has to be recomputed when the                
camera moves, even though all lights are still, is that specular lighting changes depending on               
the angle at which the light is reflected towards the camera.  
Another feature implemented for the OSLProg is that the greater the distance between object              
and camera the object will be passed to the lighting shader at a lesser frequency to reduce                 
even more light calculations. OSLProg takes an additional argument when launching that            
specifies the interval at which objects update their lighting. If the interval is set to 10, every                 
object that is 10 units away from the camera will update at a lower rate. So objects less than                   
10 units away update every frame, objects 10-20 units away update every other frame, 20-30               
units away update every third frame and so on. In the experiment this interval is set to 20.                  
The number was chosen through testing at what point the perceptualdiff metric would report              
no difference in shading between OSL and Forward shading. With the scene setup this means               
that the objects furthest away will update shading every third frame. 
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Figure 4 Mega texture for the spheres. All the spheres’ shaded textures are saved into one 

large texture. 
 

 
Figure 5 The normal and position texture for a cube generated in the texture generator pass. 

Normal to the left and position to the right.  
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3.1.3 Forward 
The Forward program uses 1 shader program, as in traditional Forward shading, where every              
object is sent to the shader and has all light computation done at the same time as it is                   
rendered to the screen. Every fragment is shaded individually.  

3.2 Considerations and Limitations 
There are many differences between Forward and OSL so it is difficult to make any test                
completely fair. This section explains some decisions taken to try and design an experiment              
that does not favour one technique over the other.  

3.2.1 Scene Type 
The camera in the scene is static and the objects inside the view frustum. This is so that no                   
occlusion culling of objects is necessary and also Forward will not have the advantage of               
discarding fragments that are outside of the camera space during shading. There is no need to                
move objects around since the lights are already moving. Keeping them still or moving them               
affects both programs equally. 

3.2.2 Number of Objects 
The number of objects is chosen to all fit on screen without them being indistinguishable.               
Also if the mega textures are 4096x4096 that means that all objects can fit in that texture with                  
256x256 shaded texture size. This is the same resolution as the original diffuse texture used               
for both models. 

3.2.3 Implementation Limitations 
Both program implementations are quite simple and unoptimized. There is room for            
improvement but by keeping them simple is easier to compare the results. Since they work               
differently, an optimization for one of the programs might not be possible for the other which                
in turn can give misleading results. 

3.3 Experiment Design 
There are two variations of the scene, as follow: 
Version 1: All objects are static and so are all the lights. 
Version 2: All objects are static but there are lights moving around. 
Two experiments are conducted to measure performance and to measure visual differences. 
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3.3.1 Benchmarking 
The two programs will be tested in three aspects. First performance is measured. Second,              
SSIM will measure image quality. Third, PerceptualDiff will determine if the produced            
images are perceptually different. For performance testing each program runs until it has             
rendered 5000 frames. The test runs for a set amount of frames instead of time because the                 
use of real time could reduce precision in certain areas, such as light movements and at what                 
point the program finishes. By using number of frames it is certain that every step in both                 
programs will have the exact same scene at a given frame and both program will finish at the                  
exact same point. For image image quality and perception measures both programs capture             
the rendered image at a set interval and writes it to file. After the program ends these images                  
can be tested by the chosen metrics. The PerceptualDiff metric will use an field of view of                 
22.6°, assuming the screen width of the image to be 20 cm and the distance from the screen                  
to be 50 cm. The width and the distance to the screen was measured from one of the author's                   
own computer and screen setup. 

3.3.2 Hardware 
Due to an interesting observation in testing the performance, tests will be run on 3 different                
computers. OSLProg performs differently with regards to Forward depending on the           
hardware tested. The three computers that the tests run on conform to 3 different categories: a                
high-end computer, high-end mobile computer, and a medium-end computer. 
The following tables contain the specifications of the computers used. 
 

CPU Intel (R) Xeon (R) E5-1620 v4 @ 3.50 Ghz 

GPU NVidia GeForce (R) GTX 1080 

RAM 16GB 

OS 64-bit Windows 10 
Table 1 Specifications of high-end stationary computer. 

 
CPU Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4710HQ 2.50GHz 

GPU NVidia GeForce (R) GTX 850M 

RAM 8GB 

OS 64-bit Windows 10 
Table 2 Specifications of high-end mobile computer. 
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CPU Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Quad CPU Q9550 @ 2.83  GHz 

GPU NVidia GeForce (R) GTX 650 

RAM 8GB 

OS 64-bit Windows 10 
Table 3 Specifications of medium-end stationary computer. 

3.4 Experiments 
For convenience, all executions for the experiments are launched through a Python script. 

3.4.1 Image Testing 
For image testing the programs are launched one time each. This is done only once since the                 
screenshots will always be looking the same every run. They run for 30,000 frames. Every               
5,000 frames a screenshot is taken. In the dynamic scene, six images are saved and later                
compared for the results. The static version of the scene takes only one screenshot. Since               
nothing moves there is no need for more of the same image. 

3.4.2 Performance Testing 
To measure performance the programs run for 5,000 frames. They do not save any              
screenshot. At the end of the run the time it took will be saved to a log file. The Python script                     
runs each program 30 times with a static scene and 50 times again with a dynamic scene. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1 Performance 
For each experiment 5000 frames are rendered in either a static or dynamic scene. In the                
static scene the OSLProg only updates the shading once at the start of the program while in                 
the dynamic scene it updates the shading of an average of 90 objects every frame. The                
ForwardProg updates the shading of every object every frame. 

4.1.1 Performance Results High-end Stationary Computer 
This experiment was conducted using an high-end stationary computer, the specifications can 
be found in Table 1. 

4.1.1.1 Dynamic Scene 

When using a dynamic scene the ForwardProg had an mean execution time of 1,544s with a                
median of 1,513s and a standard deviation of 0,119.  
OSLProg had a mean execution time of 7,898s with a median of 7,890s and a standard                
deviation of 0,034. 
The performance of ForwardProg beat the OSLProg by a factor of 5,12. See figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6  Performance of OSLProg and ForwardProg on the High-end Stationary Computer. 
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4.1.1.2 Static Scene 

When using a static scene the ForwardProg had a mean execution time of 1,544 seconds with                
a median of 1,514s and a standard deviation of 0,112. 
OSLProg had a mean execution time of 1,650s with a median of 1,650s and a standard                
deviation of 0,064. 
ForwardProg beat the OSLProg by a factor of 1,07. 

4.1.2 Performance Results High-end Mobile Computer 
This experiment was conducted using an high-end mobile computer, the specifications can be             
found in Table 2. 

4.1.2.1 Dynamic Scene 

When using a dynamic scene ForwardProg had a mean execution time of 5,543s with a               
median of 5,534s and a standard deviation of 0,048.  
OSLProg had a mean execution time of 62,614s with a median of 62,623s and a standard                
deviation of 0,034.  
ForwardProg beat the OSLProg by a factor of 11,27. See figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7 Performance of OSLProg and ForwardProg on the High-end Mobile Computer. 
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4.1.2.2 Static Scene 

When using a static scene the ForwardProg had a mean execution time of 5,543 with a                
median of 5,534 and a standard deviation of 0,048. 
OSLProg had a mean execution time of 5,093s with a median of 5,079s and a standard                
deviation of 0,049. 
OSLProg beat the Forward implementation by a factor of 1,09. 

4.1.3 Performance Medium-end Stationary Computer 
This experiment was conducted using an medium-end stationary computer, the specifications 
can be found in Table 3. 

4.1.3.1 Dynamic Scene 

When using a dynamic scene the Forward implementation had a mean execution time of              
6,393s with a mean of 6,393s and a standard deviation of 0,019. 
OSLProg implementation had a mean execution time of 75,159s with a median of 75,155s              
and a standard deviation of 0,031. 
ForwardProg beat OSLProg implementation by a factor of 11,75. See figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8 Performance of OSLProg and ForwardProg on the Medium-end Stationary 

Computer. 
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4.1.3.2 Static Scene 

When using a static scene the Forward implementation had a mean execution time of 6,416s               
with a mean of 6,416s and a standard deviation of 0,018. 
The OSLProg implementation had a mean execution time of 5,382s with a median of 5,384s               
and a standard deviation of 0,02. 
The OSLProg implementation beat the ForwardProg by a factor of 1,19. 

4.2 Perceptual Difference 
When the images from both the static scenes and the dynamic scenes are compared with the                
perceptualdiff metric, every test is passed. Figure 9 and 10 are two examples of tested               
images. A field of view setting of 22,6 degrees is set when comparing. So this indicates that                 
an OSL implementation with some async shading can render a perceptually similar screen as              
a standard Forward implementation. 

4.3 Image Quality Comparison 
Using the SSIM metric to compare the pairs of images the outcome ranges from 0,99994 to                
0,99991. A result very close to the perfect 1. An example of a screenshot comparison can be                 
found in Figures 9 and 10. In Figure 10 the objects furthest away have not updated their                 
shading for two frames. 
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Figure 9 A screenshot of the scene from the Forward program 

 
Figure 10 A screenshot of the scene from the OSL program 
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Chapter 5 

Analysis 

5.1 Performance Analysis  
When looking at how OSLProg performed during the static scene it is surprising that it does                
not out-perform ForwardProg in every case. Considering the number of operations done in             
the render calls, ForwardProg’s operation count severely outnumbers OSLProg. The results,           
we believe are due to the some GPU hardware being computationally faster in relation to               
bandwidth than other GPUs. It leads us to believe that depending on the hardware it is                
sometimes more time consuming to sample from a large texture than computing all of the               
lights inside the fragment shader.  
With a more complex scene with more than two models OSLProg may perform better in a                
static scene. The Phong shading technique does not require much in terms of computation.              
The more advanced the shading is to compute the more time will be saved using OSL. 
In a dynamic scene OSLProg can not compare to ForwardProg. Too much time is spent by                
individual objects calling the compute shader and shading at a constant 256x256 resolution.             
This is a much higher resolution than the screen-space the object will occupy and thus shades                
more than necessary. 

5.2 Perceptual Difference Analysis 
The results from the perceptualdiff metric show that we are able to use async shading without                
compromising perceptual differences. This result shows that there are no perceptual           
differences between the images produced from OSLProg and ForwardProg. The result might            
have been different if lights or objects moved faster, in either relation to each other or the                 
camera. 

5.3 Image Quality Analysis 
The results from SSIM test shows that there is very little difference between the images               
produced by each technique. We believe that the differences come from small imprecision             
when OSLProg samples from the mega texture, and also tiny differences in shading nuances              
of the objects that have not updated the same frame as the screenshot. The difference in light                 
position for the most async objects is 3 frames and since the lights do not move at a high                   
speed the shading will be similar.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion 
When it comes to dynamic lighting our way of implementing OSL can not perform nearly as                
well as Forward. Texture sampling had a worse impact on the performance than we had               
anticipated. Nonetheless, OSL is an interesting technique with a lot of potential. This thesis              
shows that at least with static lighting OSL compares well with Forward shading. Had the               
scene been complex and had the shading model not been only Phong the results may have                
been much different. We believe that OSL can be used in conjunction with other shading               
techniques to improve performance by saving shading data for static objects such as             
backgrounds and buildings. 
Our OSL implementation always shades 256x256 per object (the whole object in object             
space). This is much larger than the object’s screen-size so the shading is done at a much                 
larger level of detail than necessary. The Nitrous Engine adapts the shading resolution             
according to an object's expected screen-size, it is dynamic and much more efficient this              
way[4]. 
The image produced from the OSL program is perceptually identical to the image produced              
by the Forward program. This shows that the OSL implementation can perceptually produce             
the same image to the user.  
SSIM concludes that there is almost no difference between the images produced by the two               
programs, which indicates that the perceptual difference was correct. 

6.2 Future Work 
Different ways of implementing the OSL technique could be researched to optimize the             
shading. Experiments should be done with much more complex scenes and lighting to further              
research the impact saving shading can have.  
The aspect of async shading with OSL is interesting and could be further expanded upon. For                
example, a thorough look at the correlation between an object’s distance, size and update              
rate with relation to image quality. Further metrics that could be used are the speed of the                 
lights or objects in relation to each other and in relation to the camera, or the distance                 
between the object and the lights. A function between async rate and SSIM could give               
interesting results to understand how much one can lower shading rates.  
A user study could be conducted to explore the effect asynchronous shading can have on               
perceptual difference in different scenes. If scenes where asynchronous shading can be used             
are identified the industry could be more confident in exploring the technique.  
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